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Made of plated steel, exclusively for round cables. These

absorb pull force only (to help meet UL and CSA require-

ments). Easily assembled (with recommended hand pliers) to

wire and cables inside the chassis.

For those of you dealing with

overseas markets, a variety of

strain reliefs suitable for meeting

European requirements is avail-

able.

METAL

FOR EUROPEAN REQUIREMENTS

CEE Series USR Series

Strain Relief Bushings For other applications
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Gripmaster Strain Reliefs
Provides reliable terminal protection for

all types of cord-equipped appliances and

instruments where space is limited and

high volume production is required.

The Gripmaster has a fibre insulating

material retained in a cold-rolled steel

frame. When applied, it forms a compact,

rugged ring that firmly grips the cord.
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Wire Diameter A B

Gripmaster Hand Tool available (fits all sizes).

Minimum order 1000.

Typical applications:

Jacketed cords:  SVT-type is used for

light duty appliances, vacuum cleaners,

business machines. SJT-type is similar

to SVT, but has heavier insulation, and

is used for portable drills, portable

lamps, appliances, refrigerators and

washers.

Parallel cords:  HPN-type is a heater

cord and is used for coffee makers,

toasters, irons, portable heaters.

Descriptions:

SVT & SJT cords:  three-prong male

plug on one end, other end outer jacket

removed 2" and stripped 1/2".

HPN cords:  three-prong male plug

one end, other end split 2" and 

stripped 1/2".

Jacketed

CORD #1

CORD #3

CORD #4

CORD #5

CORD #6

Parallel

CORD #7

CORD #8

8 ft., SVT 18/3, 105°C

8 ft., SJT 18/3, 105°C

4 ft., SJT 18/3, 105°C

8 ft., SJT 16/3, 105°C

8 ft., SJT 14/3, 105°C

8 ft., HPN 18/3, 90°C

8 ft., HPN 16/3, 90°C

DescriptionPart No.

Colour: Black only.
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